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The Hunran Body

Your body is quite a piece of work. its trillions of
eells are organized into the tissues, organs, and
organ systems that keep conditions inside your
body stable, even when conditions outside are
changing. This maintenance of stable conditions
inside your body is called horneostasis (F{OME-
ee-oh-STAY-sis). One example of homeostasis is
vour body's ability to maintain a temperature of
about 37'C (98.6'F) even when temperatures
outside are warmer or cooler.

Your body's ceils are made mostly of water, which
means you are made mostly of water, too. ln fact,
about two thirds of your total mass comes fi"om
ivater. You don't dry out because your skin does a
great job of keeping your bones, blood, muscles,
and brain wrapped up in the tidy package that is
r ou. Skin is made up of a tissue called epithelial
iissue. Epithelial tissue is one of the four main
:rssue types found in your body.

Epithelial

Everything
else
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Water

ligaments,
cartilage, blood

diaphragm,
heart, biceps,
triceps

brain, spinal
cord, nerves

Connective

Muscular

Nervous

covers the outside of the body skin
and lines inner surfaces of
the body

fiils in spaces and connects
other tissues together;
supports, protects, nourishes,
and insulates organs

contracts and relaxes to allow
movement; nnakes up some
organs

transmits messages through
the body
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A11 humans have a stiff inner skeleton made of bone and a hard, but
flexible tissue called cartilage. The bones of your skeleton have four
main jobs:

to support your body and give it shape

to protect your internal organs

to provide a scaffolding for your muscles, allowing you to move

to store minerals and make blood ceils

Your knees, elbows, and hips are examples ofjoints. Joints are parts
of the body where two or more bones rneet. Bands of counective
tissue called ligaments hold the bones of many ioints together. The
joints in your skull are fixed and do not allow movement. Joints in
other parts of your body allow only certain kinds of moven']ents.

Pivot joint neck, elbow bones rotate
around each other

Gliding joint wrist, ankle, bones slide over
vertebrae each other

Hinge joint knee, elbow,
fingers, toes

back-and-forth
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Muscular System

To allow movement, the bones and joints of the skeletal system must
work with the muscular system. The muscular system includes three
types of muscle.

Types of muscle
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Skeletal Muscle Muscles that contract to move bones are called
skeletal muscles. Tough cords of connective tissue called tendons
attach skeletal muscle to bones. Because you control the movement
of skeletal muscles, they are called voluntary muscles. Skeletal muscle

is controlled by nerves that tell it when to contract or relax. Skeletal
muscles often work in pairs to bend and straighten parts of your
body. When one muscle contracts, the other relaxes, and vice versa.

Skeletal muscles work in pairs.

Biceps.
relaxes

Triceps
relaxes

Smooth Muscle Your body also has involuntary muscles-muscles
that are not under your conscious control. One type of involuntary
muscle is smooth muscle, which is found in the walls of many
organs. The rumbling you feel in your stomach before lunch is caused

by contractions of smooth muscle in your stomach.

Cardiac Muscle The other type of involuntary muscle is called
cardiac muscle, and it is found only in the heart. Cardiac muscle
keeps your heart pumping throughout the day and night.
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Digestive and Excretory Systems
The digestive and excretory systems work together to take inmateriais your body needs and get rid of wastes.

Digestive System
The energy and materiars that keep your body working come fi-omfoo.d 

Jfe breaking down of food inio substances the body can useis the job of the dlgestive system. There are two kinds of digestion.Mechanicar digestion breaks food into smailer pieces. crr"#""rdigestion uses special proteins cated enzymes to break up largelood molecules into smailer molecules that can be taken in by ceils.
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llouth The teeth grind food jnto smaller pieces.
Saliva begjns to break down complex starches into
smaller sugars.

Epiglottis This flap of tissue prevents swallowed food fromentering the tube to your lungs.

Esophagus The esophagus carrres food to the stomach.

Liver The liver prociuces bile, a liquicl that is stored in thegall hladder. Bile rs released into the srrluf f int"rir",
where it breaks up large fat molecules.

Pancreas Enzymes made here help break down
carbohydrates and protein in the small intestine.

?i
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Stomach Muscles jn the stomach grind food into smallerpieces. Gastric juice and hydrochloric acjd made in thestomach break apart large protein molecules.

Small lntestine Liquid food moves from the stomach rntothe small jntestine, where most chemjcal digestion occurs.Digested food is absorbed by tiny fingerlike .*r*ir'r".
called villi that line the small intestine. gfooO ue.s"i. inthe vitli then absorb the nutrients. Once in ,f,u Oio-oO.ir"urn,
the nutrients are carrjed to cells throughout tfre LoOV_'

Large lntestine Materials that cannot be djgestecJ moveinto the large intestine. The la.ge intestine IO.oril. ,r.nof the waier still trapped jn the foocl waste_ tne sotiO tnatremains is called feces.

Rectum and Anus Feces exit the large intestine throughthe rectum and move out of the boOy tnrougn an" ,rr!-rigestive system



Excretory System

The job of the excretory system is to remove wastes produced by the

activities of cells. Many of these wastes are eliminated as liquid
urine. Urine is formed by the urinary system, which is made up of
the kidneys, the urinary bladder, the ureters, and the urethra.
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Don't confuse the roles 0f the excret0ry system and the

digestive system in eliminating wastes from the body. Feces

are the unusable remains of food you eat. Urine is cellular

waste that has been filtered from your bloodstream.

Kidneys Blood that
enters the kidneys
passes through
milllons of tiny
filters called
nephrons. Liquid
waste carried in
the blood collects
in the filters and
forms urine.

Ureters The urine
moves out of the
kidneys and into the
urinary bladder
through long tubes
called ureters.

Urinary Bladder
Urine is stored in
the urinary bladder
until it is eliminated
from the body.

Urethra Urine
leaves the body
through the
u reth ra.

Urinary system
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Your skin is the largest organ in your body. lt serves as an organ of

excretion when you get rid of water and salts through perspiration.

Perspiring also helps cool your body.
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Respiratory and Girculatory
Systems

Your cells need oxygen to function. Taking in oxygen and rransporting
it to cells are jobs of the respiratory and circulatoiy systems.

Respiratory System
Each time you breathe. you take in oxygen. Getting oxygen into the
body is one job of the respiratory system. The resfirat"o"ry system
also gets rid of the carbon dioxide that your cells prodLrce as,raste.

Nasal -..------.--------.-'------

passages
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Respiratory system

'\ir enters your respiratory system through your nostrirs or mouth.
From there it moves through your nasar passages, into your trachea,
rnd then into the bronchi of your lungs.

-ung tissue is made of millions of tiny air sacs called arveori. Each
,,lveolus is surrounded by tiny blood vessels. In the alveolus, 

";;;"lloves through a thin membrane and into the 093 circutatorv
rlood vessels. Your blood carries this oxygen to . i1,",,. 

, ;, system

le cells of your body. At the same time, carbon ._. .:=. o-i= I * =:
-roxide carried in the blood moves from the tinv _,. -;J-=-lood vessels into the alveoli. This carbon diox_ =+ Alveoti is the pturat form of

le moves up through your respiratory system . llueolus,a 
term meaning "pit,"

nd is exhaied fromyour body. ;f:;i,'.1$';iilHf,:,,,.
MoRE

Blood vessels



Just below your rib cage is alarge curved muscle called the
diaphragm. The diaphragm moves up and down, expanding and

contracting the rib cage and causing you to exhale or inhale.
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The terms breathing and respiration have

different meanings in biology. Breathing is the

mechanical process of taking air into and out of

the body. Respiration is a chemical process that

invotves using orygen t0 get energy from food.

Girculatory System

Your circulatory system transports needed

substances throughout your body and

carries away wastes. This system is made

up ofyour blood, heart, and blood vessels.

Blood cells

Red blood cells

#e
White blood cells

Platelets
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Blood is a tissue made up of cells and cell parts that are carried in a
liquid. Red blood cells are specialized to carry oxygen and carbon
ciioxide. white blood cells help you fight disease. Blood also con-
tains platelets. Platetets are cell pieces that help your bloocl clot
when you ha-,'e an injury. The blood cells, platelets, and dissolved
lood and proteins are all carried in prasma-a pale yeilow liquid.

. . 
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certaln proteins on the surface of red blood cells cause people to have different
blood types. You can have A, B, AB, or 0 type blood.

Your heart is a fist-sized olgan in your chest. The heart pumps
blood throughout your body. From the heart, blood moves
into large blood vessels called arteries. Arteries divide into
smaller and smaller blood vessels that carry blood away
fi"om your heart. Eventuaily the blood is carr-ied into tiny
blood vessels called capillaries. Valuable nutrients in blood
are then exchanged between the capillaries and your cells.

-5'::nr:9 ffi:a*

Blood cells moving through capillaries

Blooci carrying wastes (including carbon dioxide) and depleteci of
oxygen then returns to the heart through a system ofblood vessels
called veins. From the heart, the blood is pumped to the lungs where
rt releases carbon dioxide waste and picks up more oxygen. This
fi'esh biood then returns to the heart rvhere it is again purnped out to
the body.
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Nervous and Endocrine Systems

Your body has not one, but two message centers-the nervous system

and the endocrine system. These systems transmit information
throughout your body in different ways.

Nervous System
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The nervous system controls and coordinates your body's activities
and helps you sense and respond to changes in your environment.

The nervous system is made up of the brain, the spinal cord and the

nerves that extend throughout your body. Your sense organs-eyes,
eafs, nose, tongue, and skin-are also part of your nervous system.

Spinal cord
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Your brain and spinal. cord make up your central nervous system.
The brain has three distinct parts. Each of these parts has u dlr.r.,.,t
function.

The cerebrum is the control center of your thoughts and voruntary
actions' It is where you experience thssensations of touch, taste, sight,
hearing, and smell. The cerebrum has two harves or hemispheres.
In most people, the left hemisphere is specialized for lang;;g; unO
logical thinking. The right hemisphere is speciarized for activities that
require imagination and creativity. It's also invorveo in ...ogniring
patterns, such as individual faces.

The brain stem is at the base of your brain. It contrors vitar and
continual processes such as breathing, the beating ofyour heart,
and digestion. The cerebeilum helps with barancJ ani coordination,

Cerebrum
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Parts of the brain

The spinal cord is a bundre of nerves that goes from the brain stem
down the center of your back. The vertebrae making up your back_
bone protect the spinal cord. The spinal cord connects with other
nerves outside the central nervous system. It also controls refrexes,
responses ofthe nervous system that are directed by the spinar cordrather than the brain.

Pulling your hand away from a hot object is an
erample of a reflex action. When you touch
something hot, nerve cells in your hand send a
n-iessage to your spinal cord. The spinal cord
sends a reply message that tells your muscles to
vank your hand away. The brain does not become
arvare of what happened until a split_second later.
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Nerve cells, or neurons, are very specialized cells. A typical neuron
has a central cell body that contains cytoplasm and a nucleus.
Branching away from this cell body is a long arm known as an axon.
Nerve impulses travel from the axon of one nerve cell to the
dendrites of another nerve cell.

Cytoplasm

Dendrites

Cell body

A neuron

The Five Senses

Information about your environment is taken into your body through
sense organs. Your sense organs include your eyes, ears, skin, tongue,
and nose. Each organ has special cells, called sensory cells, that
respond to certain types of stimuli in your surroundings. Inforrnation
taken in by sensory cells is then transmitted to your brain. Your brain
interprets these signals, making you aware of your surroundings.

TUE Frve SEnsEs

sight

Hearing

Smell

Taste

Touch
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Eyes: Sensory cells are located in the retina at
the back of the eye.

Ears: Sensory cells are located inside the
inner ear.

Nose: Sensory cells line the nose.

Tongue: Sensory cells for sweet, salty, sour,
and bitter cover the surface of the tongue.

Skin: Sensory cells sensitive to temperature,
pressure, pain, and texture are found just
below the skin's surface.
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Endocrine System

The endocrine system regulates body activities by
producing chemical messengers in glands. The
chemical messengers of the endocrine system are

called hormones. Hormones are released directly
into the bloodstream where they are carried to
other parts of the body.

Pituitary
" releases hormones that control

other glands
= releases growth hormone
. controls ovaries in females

and testes in males

Thyroid
=. regulates metabolism
,i causes bones to store calcium

Parathyroids
= maintain calcium balance

in blood

Thymus
, allows body to make white

blood cells

Adrenals
prepare body for emergencies

.., regulate blood pressure

.= regulate metabolism
,', control sait and water balance

Pancreas
regulates blood sugar levels

0varies (females)
,- affect female traits

Testes (males)
-= affect male traits

Glands of the Endocrine System
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''-:""i Hormon means "to urge on."

Hormones work to activate, or

urge on, certain organs.

Thyroid =- i i\\ ll-i>--- ParathYroids
.'i i:

Adrenals

Pancreas

Ovaries
(fernales)

Testes
(males)
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ln people with a condition

called diabetes, the pan-

creas does not produce

correct amounts of insulin.

These people must control

their condition with diet,

and may also need insulin

supplements.

Growth hormone is released by the pituitary gland, a pea-sized gland
located at the base of the brain. Growth hormone determines how tall
you will get. It also controls your metabolism.

The adrenal glands produce epinephrine (ep-uh-NEF-rehn).
Epinephrine is a hormone that is released when you are frightened or
angry. This hormone makes your heart beat faster and your blood
pressure go up. Epinephrine also tells your liver to release stored
sugar, and so may give you a sudden surge of energy.
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Epinephrine is known as the "fight-or-flight', hormone, because it allows you to
confront danger or flee from it.

The adrenal glands also produce steroids. steroids are hormones
that affect food metabolism and stimulate protein production in
tissue. Steroids affect your water balance, which in turn, affects
your mental balance. Steroids are powerful and affect many

body systems at once. That's why taking
artificial steroids to build up muscle
tissue without medical supervision is
extremely dangerous.

The pancreas produces two hormones that
work in opposite ways to balance your blood
sugar levels. Insulin helps lower your blood
sugar by controlling how this sugar is used
in body tissues. When blood sugar levels
get too low, glucagon causes blood sugar
levels to rise.

In the early teen years, humans go through
a stage called puberty. During puberty, hor-
mones from the pituitary gland are sent to
the ovaries in girls and testes in boys. These
hormones control sexual development and
signal the body to develop characteristics
of mature men and women.
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lmmune System

Your body must constantly protect itself against microscopic invaders

called pathogens. These bacteria, viruses, and fungi are all around

you. Usually, your skin, tears, and saliva work to heep the pathogens

lrom making their way into your body. But sometimes the invaders

make it through this first line of defense.

Once inside your body, pathogens face a fierce set of attackers

known as white blood cells. One type of white blood cell, called a

macrophage, surrounds and engulfs pathogens, destroying thern in
the process. Pieces of the destroyed pathogen remain on the outside

of the macrophage. These pieces, called anti$ens, alert other white

blood cells of the danger. The white blood cells either attack the

pathogens directly, or produce antibodies. Antibodies bind to

pathogens and help to destroy them.

Pathogen

White blood cells also

fight cancer cells -
cells that grow at an

uncontrollable rate.

Antibodies attacking a pathogen

Each antibody is designed to attack only one type of pathogen. So

each type of pathogen requires its own type of antibody. The white
'olood cells ihat produce antibodies remember pathogens they have

lbught before. If a pathogen returns, the cells can quickiy produce

nrore antibodies to fight it.

Pathogens in the blood are removed at locations called lymph nodes.

\s blood passes thror-rgh these small lumps of tissue, white blood cells

aftack any pathogens and filter them out. When you are sick, you might

notice that your lymph nodes, like the ones found in your neck, become

slr.,ollen and sore. Tliis is because they are fighting an invader!

Allergies are the body's overreaction to anti$ens that are noi normally harmful,

such as pollen or pet hair.
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Reproductive System

In sexual reproduction, cells from fwo organisms must unite to form
a cell that develops into a new organism. In humans, a sex cell called
a sperm is produced in the testes of a male. This cell must unite with
an egg cell made in the ovaries of a female. The union of a sperm
cell with an egg cell is called fertilization. Once fertllized, the egg
cell begins to divide to make more cells. These new cells specialize
and take on different functions. After about 40 weeks, a fully
developed baby is born.

Male Reproductive System

During puberty, hormones cause

males to begin producing sperm.
The nervous system controls the
release ofsperm from the body.
When sperrn is released, it travels :ffll
up from the testes through ducts to
the urethra-a tube enclosed by the
penis. The sperm then leaves the
body through the urethra.

Female Reproductive System

Females are born with all the egg cells their bodies will ever make.
During puberty, females begin to release one mature egg cell from
their ovaries each month. This monthly release of an egg cell from
the ovaries is called ovulation.

During ovulation, an egg leaves one of the two ovaries and travels
through tubes toward the uterus. The uterus is a hollow organ in

which a fertilized egg may develop into a
baby. Each month, blood begins to thicken
the lining of the uterus to prepare for a fer-
tilized egg. If an egg is fertilized as it travels
to the uterus, the egg can atlach to the wall
of the uterus and begin development. If no
fertilized egg attaches, hormones signal the
lining to break down. The blood then leaves
the body through the vagina in what is
known as menstruation.

Female reproductive system
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The Developing Baby

Fertilization occurs when a sperm deposited in the vagina swims
up the tubes leading to the ovaries, finds the egg, and breaks through
its cell membrane. During fertilization, genetic material carried in
the nucleus of the egg cell unites with the genetic material carried in
the sperm. The genetic combination gives the fertilized egg cell, or
zygote, a unique set of chromosomes.

Once fertilized, the zygote undergoes
cell division and forms two identical
cells. The cells continue to divide.
After several days, the zygote is a
microscopic ball of cells. These cells
attach to the lining of the uterus,
causing a placenta to form. The
placenta is responsible for the
exchange of nutrients and wastes
between the mother and the
developing baby. Once in the uterus,
the zygote is known as an embryo.

The time during which a woman
carries a developing baby is called
pregnancy. During pregnancy, hor-
lnones prevent menstruation, so the
lining of the uterus does not break
down. During the first eight or so
rveeks of pregnancy, the tiny embryo
Llevelops a beating heart, eyes, and a
brain. After eight weeks, the ernbryo
regins to take on more human fea-
rures and is called a fetus. By three
:lonths, all of the organs of this new
reing have formed. For the next few
:lonths, growth is rapid and the
-itus increases in size. By 40 weeks,
:he baby is ready to be born. Muscle
-'ontractions in the uterus force the
raby through the birth canal and out
rf the mother's vagina.
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Zygote (a few days)
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Embryo (several weeks)
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